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Census of Fifteenth Century Books owned in America.
Edited by a Committee of the Bibliographical
Society of America. In the Bulletin of the New
Tork Public Library, April—December, 1918
{nos. 4—12).

I HIS list of books printed before 1501 of
which copies are known to be owned in
the United States and Canada, has been

I prepared by Mr. George P. Winship,
chairman of the editing committee,

and is a testimony to the increased interest felt in
this branch of bibliography across the Atlantic.
From a statement made by Mr. Winship in the
Bibliographical Society's' News-Sheet' for February
last, it appears that when the list was first projected
by the late John Thomson of the Free Library of
Philadelphia, the intention was that it should take
the form of ' a monumental catalogue of all
incunables owned in the Western hemisphere, with
carefully elaborated descriptions of bindings, pro-
venance, imperfections and other details.' In its
present form, however, it appears as the most laconic
of reference lists, the information given being every-
where cut down to the irreducible minimum. The
titles are arranged on the model of the indices to
the completed sections of the British Museum

, Incunabula Catalogue, that is to say, in the order
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in which they occur in Hain's ' Repertorium,' with
the editions unknown to Hain intercalated in their
proper places. Cross-references from alternative
forms of authors' names are unusually copious.
Each entry is completed by a second paragraph in
smaller type consisting of two parts: (i) a discre-
tionary mention of reference-books other than Hain
(Proctor, Pellechet-Polain, Reichling, the Museum
Catalogue, etc.); (2) a note of the American library
or libraries in which a copy is preserved, with the
provenance occasionally added between brackets.
The only bibliography regularly referred to besides.
Hain is the three volumes so far published of the
French Catalogue g^n^ral des incunables (Pellechet-
Polain), a reference to Proctor and the rest only
occurring where they supply information as to the
printer or place of publication which is not to be
found in Hain. This explains the fact, startling at
first sight, that in a total of fifteen editions of
' Aegidius Romanus' a Proctor number is only
mentioned twice; actually all but four of the fifteen
are to be found in Proctor's table of authors under
Hain. It is perhaps inevitable that in a simple
reference-list such as this that where anonymous
editions are assigned to different printers by different
authorities all such ascriptions should be mentioned,
but as the authorities do not all carry equal weight
the result may sometimes prove rather puzzling to
the non-expert. Thus to the entry under Hain
* 187 (Aeneas Sylvius, Epistola de fortuna) there is
added the reference 'Pell 127 (Cologne); Holtrop
(Therhoernen, c. 1471); Pro,76 (Printer of Dictys),'
although the last-named ascription is unquestionably
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the correct one and should supersede all others. A
notable feature of the entries, brief as they are, is
the attention that has evidently been bestowed on
questions of authorship. Many of the books printed
in the fifteenth century present thorny problems in
this connection, and bibliographers have hitherto
been too much inclined to acquiesce in the tradi-
tional ascription without further enquiry, so that
the references to the most recent research which
are scattered up and down Mr. Winship's list ought
to prove of very real assistance. As to the notes
of ownership, these have in most cases been cut
down either to a single syllable or to two or three
capital letters; the prefatory note is no doubt
correct in stating that they ' will be readily recog-
nized in most instances' by those who will chiefly
make use of the list, but the English reader is likely
to be rather taken aback by some of the formulae.
We arc, however, promised a list of the libraries
and private owners (as well as a brief introduction)
when the Census is re-issued in book form.

Allowing for the considerable additions which
have been reported since the printing of the instal-
ments in the 'Bulletin,' Mr. Winship puts the
number of titles at about 7,500 and the number of
copies in America at about 15,000. These figures
prove that the American collector has been pretty
busy in this department of late years. A great
number of the editions in the list are naturally the
well-known standard items which go to the making
up of most collections of incunabula, and the pre-
sent reviewer's somewhat cursory inspection has
shown him little of outstanding interest among the
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titles which appear to be unrecorded elsewhere; a
good proportion of these would probably on close
examination be either absorbed into already familiar
entries or pushed over into the welter of' ca. 1505/
On the other hand, the material accumulated in
the Surgeon General's Library1 and in certain
Jewish theological seminaries makes the list remark-
ably strong in medical and Hebrew works, while
the fact that there is no lack in America of incuna-
bula of the highest class is amply demonstrated by
a comparison with Pro&or's enumeration of the
productions of Schoeffer at Mainzand of Sweynheym
and Pannartz at Subiaco and Rome which are
extant in the British Museum and the Bodleian
Library. Of thirty-eight Schoeffer items dating
from 1462 to 1478 thirty arc represented by at
least one copy in an American library, while of
thirty-nine editions by Sweynheym and Pannartz
issued up to March, 1472, as many as thirty-four
can be found in America. It is interesting to note
that the five unrepresented books are all editions of
classical authors, and that of the eleven items in
Prodlor which were issued by the partners at Rome
subsequent to their well-known appeal to the Pope
for financial assistance in March, 1472, only four
occur in the American Census; it seems to be
undoubtedly the case that these later books are less
easy to come by than the earlier, possibly because
the printers had now recognized their error in
printing off more copies than the market could
absorb.

1 See Review below, p. 127.
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